
Reframing UDL: Plus-One 

As a takeaway from this chapter, we want to show you how to think 
about UDL differentl y. Instead of adopting the mind-set that we must 
reactively address every access need, we can design our interactions so 

that the greatest number of people can take part in them without hav
ing to ask for specific accommodations. Fortunately for us, UDL 
doesn 't require five different methods for each element in a course . 
Rather , it is an iterative process, where you and your colleague s create 

progres sively more course content and interactions to be increasingl r 
more accessible as you teach the course repeatedly. Instead of focusing 
on the three brain network s, think of UDL as merely plus-one think
ing about the interactions in your course. Is there just one more wa) 
that you can help keep learners on task, just one more way that yoi:. 

could give them information, ju st one more way that they could 
demon strate their skills? 

This unlock s the plus-one mind-set. Havi ng taught your existin~ 
courses repeatedly offers you one big advantage when it comes tc 
adopting UDL methods: historical data. Think back and identify tht 
places where your existing students bog down. 

• Where do they always have questions? 
• Where do they always get things wrong on tests or assignmen ts" 
• Where do they always ask for explanations in a different \\13" 

from the one you provide? 

Select these existing pinch points and adopt the plus-o ne approa 

at each point. Instead of providing all of the ways learners could ge 
access to those mater ials, give just one more way to engage than exis: 
now. 
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Adopt the Plus- One Approach 

To add a plus-one approach to your day-to-da y interactions within 
your class, think of the times where every class asks the same questions 
at the same point in the course. If you already have a text-based set of 
lecture notes, follow our psychology professor 's example and record an 
audio podca st of the main content. For an existing video, provide cap
tions or a transcript. Note that providing both capt ions and tran script s, 

while useful , might be overkill, especially as you start your UDL efforts. 
To know whether to do captions or a transcript , think of whe ther 

viewers need to have the audio information at specific points of the 
video information. In a chemistr y lab demonstration, viewers would 
definite ly need to know when to add the chemical reagents and what 
the safety equipment look s like: since the audio and video con tent are 

linked , create captions. In a video interview with a colleague about the 
various types of banking mode ls, the video content may not be tied 

logically to the audio, and so a tran script will suffice. 
You can use plus-one thinking in assessments as well. For example, 

in addition to crafting a three-p age written essay, you might also allow 

learners to record a video report, either for the final product of the 
assignment or as draft content (more on thi s dist inction in the next 

chapter ). Note that there is no requirement to allow students to create 
whatever they like and turn it in; just allowing them to have a choice 

about how they demon strate the skill is enough to increase their sense 
of motivati on in the course (Tobin, 2014, 20). 

To keep learners engaged, your plus-one method might be provid
ing breaks between parts of the course where they take in information 

and allowing learners to think, digest, and do. Schedule way-to-go or 

temperature -check messages to make sure communication keeps hap 

pening, not only about the content of the course but also about learn 

ers' progre ss and sense of accomplishment. It is likely that you are 

already interacting with your learners to keep them engaged , so offer 

them choices about how they stay engaged-they could watch your 
video recap of the uni t's main ideas or read the e-mail message with 
the same content. 

One caveat: some concepts and subject materi al are dependent on 
their format for under standing and application. For example, graphing 
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Chapter 5 

the mean in a mathematical set allows researchers to display relation

ships among disparate data points in a way that allows for visual inter

pretation in various ways; changing the display conventions for such 

data actuaUy changes how the data sets can be interpreted (cf. 
Schneider, 2014). o amount of text -based tables can replicate the pro
cedure of visual inspe ction for such graphed data . In such cases, where 

the format is the message itself, we are under no requirement to try to 

create alternatives for everyone; indeed , even accommodations for 

individual learners may be challenging. However, don 't be lulled into 
thinking that every problemati c situation is impossible either ; there are 

often creative and useful ways to apply plus -one thinking to the places 
in your courses where students need alternatives the most. In other 

words , format requirements can outweigh UDL practices , but only if 

the format is a part of the assignment that is assessed. 


